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EDrroRIAL 

'll1e editor of Proceedings No. 5 expressed the hope that the next 

number wouJ.d not be forthcoming for some time. A combination of 

circumstances has ensured that this has in fact been the case: 

over four years have elapsed since the previous issue. 

Less desirable perhaps is the change of contents reflected 

in this edition, which is devoted entirely to the report of the 

1971 Oxford University Cave Club expedition to Northern Spain. 

Editorial difficuJ.ties and lack of money have precluded an earlier 

publication of the report. The first editor had hoped to include 

material on other subjects. Two reasons have prompted the decision 

to confine this issue to the expedition. First, the report contains 

much in the way of original material about an area on which the Club 

has concentrated for a number of years, and hopefully adds to the 

sum of speleological knowledge in a.n important limestone area. The 

second reason is less pious. The Club cannot pretend, for geograph

ical reasons in the main, to be involved in original work at home, 

and therefore supplementary articles wouJ.d be, at best, of transitory 

importance. 

It may be that this situation will alter in the future and 

the editor of Proceedings 7 will have more of substance than he can 

hope to publish. For the present, I hope that the reputation of the 

Club will rest firmly on the work it has carried out in Spain, and 

that these Proceedings may help to maintain it. 

Neil BouJ.ton. 
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EXPEDITION 'ID NORTHERN SPAm : J:2l! 

Introduction. 

furing July and August 1971, Oxford University Cave Club 

undertook the third in a series of expeditions to the area of El 

Mazuco in Asturias. Accounts of the Club's previous work in this 

area have been published in Proceedings OUCC 5 and the Transactions 

of the Cave Research Group of Great Britain Vol. 13. No.1. 

'lhe major objective of the 1971 expedition was to complete 

the exploration and surveying of a :rrumber of caves which, either for 

technical reasons or because of pressure of time, the 1970 exped

ition had been unable to explore thorough.lJr. '!he highest priority 

was given to Ia Boriza, since it possesses the greatest potential 

of all the caves in the area. It was for this cave above all that 

diving equipment was taken to Spain. '!he expedition also entertained 

hopes that the summit ridge of the Sierra de Cuera could be pers

uaded to yield up a pothole which would give a through trip to the 

resurgence of Ia Boriza. It was further intended to explore more 

thorough.lJr two caves at either extremity of the chosen area.. Cueva 

Ianeveru and Cueva de Pur6n. Neither of these had been fu.l.l\y exp

lored in 1970. Finally, it was the expedition's iIltention to make 

a serious search of the whole locality for other caves, something 

which the previous expeditions had not done sinc e they had had 

more than enough in the way of caves in the immediate vicinity of 

E1 Mazuco. 

Followers of OUCC expeditions may be gratified to learn 

that.. happ~, the club was rather more successful in extending and 

finding caves in 1971 than in producing a report on its activities. 

We feel however that the report contains enough of interest to make 
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up for the inordinate amount of time which has· elapsed since the 

expedition took place. 

Personnel 

Francis Sanders Dept. Soil Soience Leader 

Simon W1J.J.bourn Elceter:" Secretary 

/Treasurer 

Jim Sheppard Magdalen Cave Leader:" 

Neil Boulton Queen's Cave Leader 

Guy Cox Dept. Botarv Photo~apher:" 

/Medioal Officer 

Andy Brooks Diver 

Mike Allen· Exeter:" 

lave Brooks 

Antony Comfort ~iel 

Jon I:avies 

J-ohn Forder 

- I:ave Peace Brasenose 

Ian Rogers Hertford 

Peter Urben St. Catherine's 

Christiane Sanders 

The Ex:pedition. 

Pre-departure organisation went very smoothly, apart :f';.'QDl 

a last minute hitoh over vehiole ins'lU"anoe. Three Land Rovers and 

a trailer left Southampton on J'uJ,y 4th, with high hopes of a 

pleasant journey through France and Spain in these traditionall\r 
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reliable vehicles. 'nle trailer broke down irrevocabl¥ within 50 

kUometr.-es of Le Havre~ One I.e.nd Rover suffered a fractured :f'ue1 

pipe, inoperable clutch, and seized generator. Tater, in separate 

incidents, the other two came to blows with a rock in E1 Mazuco; 

one of them also hit a milk lorry on the road to Pur6n. 

The budgeted I contingency allowance I stood up well though 

heavy demands were inflicted upon it. But an extra £3 a head was 

needed to finance the acquisition of a replacement trailer, an 

elCtr.-eme~ sturdy ex. U. S. .A:rrrty- design, found in I.e. Rochelle which 

cost an exorbitant .filo (after considerable haggling). 'nle trailer 

mishap led. directl¥ to the doubling of the outward leg for one 

vehicle, as a result of which the whole party was not assembled in 

E1 Mazuco until Ju1¥ 9th. 

Once established, the pattern of work was soon settled. 

Genere.ll\Y", there were two caving parties and a beach contingent' 

each day. Ie.ter there were more tr.-ips f'Ilrther afield, to Pur6n or 

Ie. Borbblla, usuall\Y" leaving a group of surveyors to deal with the 

elCJJensions to La Boriza. 

The campsite was in the same field which had been used by 

the 1970 expedition, which seemed to have suffered no lasting ill 

effects, and sti11 spo~ted the same set of tenacious moles. The 

village headman was again 10th to accept the ridiculous~ low 1500 

pesetas that he regarded as the hire charge. Cooking was the main 

activity, though the primuses were often reluctant. Sorties to bars 

in Barro, Posada, Cortines and Llanes were not inf'requent. ~ny 

enjoyable evenings were spent in the bar at El. Mazuco, where the 

villagers were as kind and informative as before. Charging facil

ities were arranged at the bar at Cortines, mains electr.-icity 

having reached the top of the va11ey o~ in the form of unconnect

ed pylons. 
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Al.though we had to pay a tense visit to Oviedo and to the 

looal Guardia, in order to removesuspioion ~ising out of 80me un

specified misdemeanour by an English expedition the previous year, 

we did reoeive a number of more pleasant visits. A group 'trom RAF 

Irrneham were shown the delights of the Pozo de Fresno and Call.a.u 

Roviera. Diok Hazelwood, a member of previous expeditions, appeared 

with some friends trom Surrey University; he almost left with one 

less - he who lost the sump line in Ie Boriza and was dragged to 

the surfaoe an amazingly long time later,on the same side trom whioh 

-

he had set out. Geoff Mathews of Nottingham University C.C. paid us 

a visit; so also did the Spanish Girl Guides. 

One Land Rdver,oarrying those with jobs to go baok to,left 

on JuJ:y 22 nd and reached England without incident. The rest of us 

followed on August 2nd and arrived back in Oxford on the 4th, without 

alW untoward incident. 1he expedition finances staggered overdrawn 

into the Michaelma.s term, but soon sorted themselves out. 

In spite of the traumatic outer journey, the general opinion 

was that the expedition had been wor1;hwhile, though not as spectac

ularly successful in its results as pre-departure discussion had 

antioipated. It certainl,y produced a considerable amount of inform

ation about the caves of this particular area. It also produced 

one of the most expensive club trailers in the country, and the 

definite information that there is no accessible system behind 

Calduenin. 

- The expedition gratef'ully acknowledges the assistanoe of the Oxford 

University Clubs Committee, The A.C. Irvine Fund, and those firms 

who contributed to the stores of the Oxford University Ex:plo:i.""&tion 

Club. 
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CAVES EXPLORED 

References Military Maps - No.s 3+ & 32. 

Cueva Ie. J30riza Grid Ref. 5065. 9755. 
This resurgence cave was the major objective of the expedition; 

exploration in 1970 resulted in considerable extensions totbis 

particular cave, one of the principal features of the twdrolog

ical system of the El Mazuco area. About 1 kilometre beyond the 

first sump, a second sump had prevented f'urther progress along the 

main streamway. According:i..y, this year we took out diving gear 

in order to try to extend the cave. From the survey, it has a 

potential depth of 700 metres. The diver investigated the sump 

soon after arrival, and reported a series of phreatic origin, 

leading to a third sump. One session was devoted to an attempt 

to discover a sump bypass in Shelob t s Lair. Access was gained, via 

the maypole, to a hopeful looking hole in the left hand wall, but 

it did not go anywhere useful. Attempts to extend the cave from 

the upstream end were therefore abandoned. Several passages, which 

had been noticed the previous year, were also investigated, two 

wi th a considerable measure of .success. One was an abandoned high -
level series of massive proportions, the other a very fine inlet 

series, which was extended to a length of approximate~ 700 metres 

with the help of the maypole. Surveying this extension proved to 

be a long and bazardousbusiness, since the passage was extreme~ 

tight. A deterioration in the weather towards the end of the exped

ition did not help. As a result, near~ a third of the expeditiont s 

effort had to be devoted to Boriza. 
r, 
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ihe Inlet Series. John Forder & Simon Willbourn. 

During one of the tr:-ips made into the cave in 1960, a large 

phreatic passage, situated just beyond the last lake, was invest

igated by John Forder. ihe twm.el, some 5 metr:-es wide and 3 - 4 
metr:-es high, slopes upwards at about 300 for about 25 metr:-es, at 

which point it swings left to regain the main str:-ea.mway at a high 

level. Just at this point a small stream was noticed, emerging from 

a low passage on the right and disappearing immediat~ under the 

wall. After a short hands and kneefl crawl upstr:-eam the passage 

assumed more comfortable dimensions and was followed for about 15 
metres to a 3! metre pitch. At this point the lone explorer turned 

back. 

Further investigation had to be left to the 1971 expedition. 

The first party found the pitch to be an easy free olimb, but a sec

ond pitch of similar size, encountered almost immediately, had to 

be treated with more deference. At the top of this pitch, a small 

circular chamber" 5 - 6 metres in diameter" was entered; the water 

fell down a pitch of some 8 metr:-es on the far side. ihe stal. 
'

covered walls offered no opportunity for freeclimbing this obstacle. 

However, since the maypole had already been brought into the cave 

to investigate the walls of Shelob's Lair, and the chamber gave room 

for manoeuvre, this pitch was soon laddered. 

Access was gained to a fine section of str:-eam passage, with 

several deep pools" cascades" and some decorations. After some 120 

metr:-es, another pitch" somewhat larger than the first ladder pitch 

of the inlet, prevented any further progress on that tr:-ip. 

A week later the maypole was brought up the section of 

str:-eamway to the pitch. This passage is indeed fine for anyone not 

undu.lJ" encumbered by ironmongery, but on this occasion some of the 

:tree climbs turned out to be rather arduous and very noisy. When 
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assembled the pole was about 2 metres short of the top; this last 

section was therefore climbed by pegging into some dubious rock, 

a process which took about 15 minutes and resulted in ever,yone 

becoming not a little damp. Fortunatel\Y we were able to warm up 

once above the pitch, and a 'race to the end' was won by Nell, 

over some 550 metres of stream passage. The 'end' is in fact an 

aven, estimated to be 25 metres high. The stream descends from a 

point in the roof, which could not be located precisel3r because of 

the spray. It would be very difficult to scale this aven; the walls 

enjoy the protection of the soapy surface of eroded stalagmite, 

which is a characteristic of caves in this region. 

The inlet series more than doubled the length of Boriza.. 

It is essentia~ a narrow meandering rift passage, enlivened by 

deep pools, lengthy cascades, and climbs which have to be treated 

with some circumspection. It was surveyed to Grade 4b, demanding 

several trips of long duration. The directions of the main and inlet 

passages are shown superimposed on a topographical map of the immed

iate area; a projected elevation illustrates the relationship bet

ween Boriza. and the various potholes on the mountain. 

There is little hope of finding a way to the top of the aven, -since it takes onl\Y about hal f the water which appears at the ent

rance to the inlet series. Several impenetrable feeders have been 

observed in the series during wet weather. 'lhe volume of water in 

the inl et is approximately a quarter of the mainstream. 

No tackle was left on the inlet pitches, so it would requie 

more than a tourist trip to re-visit the aven - in order to test 

under extreme conditions the newest artificial climbing techniques. -
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InJ.et 2. 


~is passage leaves the main streamway a short distance above the 


third pitch, and is most obvious to all\Y'one going upstream towards 


Shelob's La.ir. Again, it was John Forder who first investigated 


this inlet, during the 1970 expedition, as part of the frantic 


search for a sump bypass. ~e second inlet was not f'ul.l\r explored 


this year, although a certain amount of time was put in climbing 


up and down over sump pools. It is essentia~ a tall rift passage, 

narrowing down after the relativelY spacious section at its ent

rance, and later widening into a series of small chambers. Whilst 

a fairlY definite end point was reached at high level, some of the 

less appetising low level routes were not pushed with all\Y' show of 

force. ~ere was never very much hope that the second inlet would 

provide a bypass, partiCUlarlY after Andy Brooks had describ ed the 

second sump. When it was found that the InJ.et Series was 'going' 

there was even less incentive to look at yet more sumps. Indeed, 

the InJ.et Series attracted so much attention that this particular 

passage was left unsurve,yed. 

The High Level. Guy Cox. 

Halfway up the slope leading to the InJ.et Series, an oxbow leads 

round to the streamway, emerging at an impressive height above the 

stream in the side of the call\Y'on passage. From the junction, an 

exposed but easy traverse, first negotiated by Simon, leads through 

a short grovel in little tubes, to emerge from a hole in the floor 

of an impressinelY large passage. ~is passage is some 12 metres 

wide and the roof is at least 15 metres overhead. '!he floor, as such, 

har~ exists - it slopes down steeplY to various holes and rifts, 

through mall\Y' of which the stream can be heard. Frogress is made by 
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walking along ledges and rock bridges, or by climbing over huge 

fallen blocks. 'nle phreatic nature of the passage is clearly shown 

by great roof pendants, the rook bridges, and the flakes and pro

jections from the walls. All is now covered with a layer of dry sand. 

Back over from the hole, that is in the downstream cUrect

ion, a climb up over a rocky slope leads to a tall chamber enter;oable 

at a numb er of levels. 'nlis contains several unusual stalagmite 

formations. 'nle main series lies in the upstream direction. Aftat' 

some 60 metres along ledges and slopes at various. levels, a climb 

up leads to a short - and relative - constriction. Beyond this, the 

'bottomless' passage continues, but artificial aids woul.d be needed 

to reach it. 

'nle high level series ends, or seems to end, in a steep 

slope. Climbing this revealed no obvious way on, though there might 

be a small passage, difficul.t to reach, on the ex:treme right. Neil 

and John managed with diffioul.ty to climb down to the stream through 

the rift on the left leading on from the slope. 'nley arrived at a 

point not far short of Pitch 3 in the mainstream. 

Geomorphological Notes. Guy Cox. 

The discovery of this high level series, together with another large 

passage leading off at high level :fi'om Shelob' s Lair to just above 

Pitch 3, found by John, throws new light on the geomorphology of the 

cave. A more or less oomplete dead phreatic strea.mway is now known 

to ex:ist, paralleling the present vadose strea.mway. Shelob1s Iair 

and the Sump 2 oomplex above it represent the highest part of this 

system. , still in a sem.i-phreatic state. Below this, a high level 

passage, long dead, runs from Shelob I s Iair to the 'Grand Junction t • 

'nle lakes - which are muoh more Errtensive underwater than above 
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represent part of the series, and the large dry passage (shown 

dotted on the survey) to the east of the present passage is a 

f'urther 	part. Celtas Corner and the Sump 1 complex are the final 

parts of the system met in the present cave. TIle old system prob

ably flowed out through the now choked passage leading northwest 

from Celtas Corner, to the old dry entrance in the cliff above 

the present entrance. 

'ilie present vadose streamway contains large quantities of 

the eroded stalagmite so characteristic of the caves of this region. 

'iliis could only have been deposited in the last interglacial period. 

TIlen the cave would have been much drier than at present. TIlis 

implies that the streamway existed in the same form as now at 

least in the Eemian interglacial, and that the vadose streamway 

therefore probably formed during the Riss glacial period and ear

lier. The much older phreatic system, which would have formed much 

more slowly, must date at least from the early Pleistocene. It 

could date in part from the Pliocene, when the area enjoyed a long 

period of stability, resulting in a partial planation; the remains 

of this now form a terrace at 200 metres above sea level (1). 

Sanders relates the old Boriza entrance to a valley level which he 

correlates with this erosion level (2). 

(1) 	E. Hernandez Pacheco & F. Hernandez Pacheco 1949 


Observaciones respecto a estratigrafia y tectonica de la 


Cordillera Cantabro. Bol. R. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat. XXXV, 


pp. 487 - 499. 

(2) 	F .E. Sanders 1971 

Karst Drainage at the Western End of the Sierra de Cuera. 

Tt-ans. CRG (Great Britain), 13. No.1 pp. 6 - 10. 
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Torca La Manga John Forder 

Grid Ref. 5062 9739 

On the summit ridge of the Sierra de Cuet'a are many open shafts, some 

of them of considerable depth, though most are choked at the bottom. 

The expedition entertained some hopes of establishing a connection 

between one of them and the Cueva La Boriza, which seems to take 

pet'colation watet' :!'rom a considerable area. Since the 1970 expedition 

had enough work in the low level caves, not much attention was paid 

to the shafts at the top of the mountain. However, one cave entrance, 

The Torca La. Manga had been examined. 

Situated in a depression near the summit of Pene. Blanca, the 

entrance is an archway, some 5 - 6 metres wide and 4 metres high, em

itting a cool draught. Just inside this arch, the floor fell away 

-
-. in apitch of 20 metres, which had been descended to a steepl3r sloping 

pile of scree. At the bottom of this, after 30 metres, another pitch 

of 14 metres had been met. Since a minimal amount of tackle had been 

taken up the mountain, this was the limit of exploration. 

Because the hole was draughting strongly and did not choke 

off immediate13r, Torca La Manga was a high priority for the 1971 

expedition. - The first party managed to descend the second pitch and 

reached a narrow opening which emitted a draught strong enough to 

extinguish the flame of a carbide light. A large tackle dump was 

established at the mouth of the hole, and it was with high hopes 

that the second descent was made. 

The first pitch leads to a large, steepl3r sloping rift, 

20 metres high and 1 -2 metres wide, with no solid bedrock dis

cer:-n:ihle until the head of the second pitch - 14 metres - whet'e 
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the slope f'lattens out into a small chamber. 'lhis pitch is situated 
at the end of another rift, perhaps a continuation of the first at 

a lower level. After a few metres of straight, high passage, a simi

lar rift was met at right angles to the passage. To the left the 

passage chokes off after a few metres, whilst to the right it narrows 

down to a small hole, not especialJ.3r tight but very awkward because 

of the number of sharp projections. Just beyond, the passage opened 

out a little to reveal a third pitch of 5 metres, a long narrow 

slit in the floor of a small chamber. Again the constricted nature 

of the pitch, combined with the sharply eroded rock, made the des

cent tricq. At the bottom the passage widened out once more and 

a fourth pitch followed almost immediately. This dropped 7 metres 

through boulders jammed in the floor, and the passage below widen

ed to 3 metres. Yet another short pitch of 10 metres was encount

ered after a short distance, leading to a circular chamber, approx

imately 12 metres in diameter and 15 metres high. 

On the far side of this chamb er was a low, wide arch, 

which looked like the start of a horizontal passage. It proved to 

be the entrance to another, somewhat larger, chamber, perhaps 17 

metres in diameter with the roof arching overhead to a similar 

height. Hurrying across this chamber, the explorers found that it 

was completely choked at floor level by scree which had evidentl.;r 

fallen from an aven of uncertain, though considerable, height. 'lhe 

walls of the chamber were examined by spot beam, but no way on 

could be seen. 'lhe draught which had promised so much could only 

be felt as gentle waves of air, which presumabl.;r filter through the 

rubble covering the floor. 

We had hoped to realise a potential of 720 metres. We 

had to be content with a mere 80 metres. 

. 
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Pitch 5 

TORCA LA MANGA 

Elevation 

Surveyed eRG Grade 2 - J. Forder 
Drawn N.Boulton 
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Torca Los Corniceros John Forder. 

Grid Ref. 5065 9739 

In the course of their perambulations on the summit of the Sierra, 

Francis Sanders and Peter Urben came across a shepherd who promised 

them a pothole with a surface shaft of tmas de cien metros t • Despite 

their scepticism, th~ followed their guide to the edge of a large, 

treelined, and sloping shakehole. Unable to get to the edge to ver

if'y the reported depth, th~ resorted to the time honoured method 

of depth divining - which is a possible explanation for the high 

proportion of blocked shafts in this area. Their scepticism slow~ 

evaporated as rocks went crashing down for several seconds. 

Two days later, a party returned to the hole with a 

mountain of tackle. Believing the original estimate of 75 metres 

with ledges, 80 metres of ladder were lowered and the unfortunate 

writer secured himself firm~ to the lifeline. It soon became 

apparent that the depth had been underestimated, though it was onl3r 

at a depth of 40 metres that this was confirmed. More ladder was 

at~hed and the author descended once more, to discover that he 

could onl3r get to within 10 metres of the bottom. Fortunate~, a 

stray ladder was discovered, but by this stage it was thought that- a fresh climber was needed. Simon got his chance. He managed to get 

off the ladder at - 109 metres, close~ followed by Neil, and John 

who was not to be cheated. 

After the first 10 metres , in which one has to negotiate 

trees and bushes whilst on the ladder, the shaft provided a magnif

icent free-hanging pitch for the rest of the descent. The walls 

were shiny, black and smooth. The ledges were non-existent; presum

ab~ the depth diviners had ricocheted off the walls. A waterfall, 
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em erging from one side of the elliptical shaft (@ 20 metres by 10) 

about 25 metres from the bottom, added to the spectacle, happil\Y' 

without affecting the climb. 

The water sank immediately into the scree which totally 

blocked the way down. However, two metres above the floor at its 

lowest point, there was a tube which was extremely narrow but pro

ducing a draught. The samllest member of the trio was inserted into 

this tube - and stuck after a short distance. Retreating to remove 

a pullover, helmet and light, he tried again, feet first, only to 

find that a few metres on the passage narrowed to boot width. In 

view of the fact that a stream could be heard running below, this was 

a particularly frustrating end to a very spectacular pitch. 

In theory, this hole still has potential. The stream, in 

dry weather, was certainly in the order of 1 cfps, and if it does 

not go downstream, could be worth maypoling or pegging up to, in order 

to look at the hole from which the water issues. One does have the 

unpleasant vision of climbing the mountain with a ton of gear, only 

to have a repeat performance - on a lesser scale - of the assault 

on a certain pothoJ-e in the Middle East. 

Cueva Laneveru Neil Boulton 

Grid Ref. 50,36 9738 

This cave had been brought to the attention of the 1970 expedition 

when it was the subject of the justly famous "two Spaniards, two 

hung-over cavers and a dog" escapade. Initial reconnaissance held 

out great potential, namely the '2 kUometres to resurgence' opinion 

which is customaril\Y' voiced on such occasions. In the evnt Laneveru 
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proved to be the ultima.te disappointment for the 1971 expedition, 

and for three of its members almost their final caving trip. 

lhe entrance to Laneveru is situated at the head of a 

valley of ravine proportions, liring due south of the main Mazuco -

Cortines valley. A series of tortuous tracks, obviously pioneered 

by a breed of three-legged. sheep now extinct, gives access to this 

entrance, a medium sized hole in the base of a cliff. An extremely 

powerful draught blasts forth, guaranteed to stimulate all serious 

cavers. 

-

Apart from the first exploration referred to above, one 

other trip was made to the cave in 1970. A climb down from the ent

rance led to a series of wide and twisting passages, the way on 

being more or less readily apparent. TP0 passage continued in a 

horizontal direction, apart from one high level detour, for several 

hundred metres. lhe rock was old, of a uniform monochrome shade, and 

sharp; but the dimensions of the passage were such as to allow swift 

progress in all but a few places. After some 400 metres the charact

er of the cave altered to that of a wide rift passage, with a mud 

floor and pools, the first indication of water. At this point the 

first push met with a serious obstacle. lhis was described as a large 

and unstable boulder choke, through which there was no obvious route. 

After attempts to by-pass the choke had proved f'ruitless, Ie.neveru 

was abandoned in favour of the more promising caves then at the dis

posal of the 1970 expedition. 

Nevertheless, we had decided in 1971 that, in view of the 

cave's high potential, it ought; to be a priority. lhat it was more- . or less ~, according to conventional wisdom, was a further incent

ive. Accordingly, during a lull in the surveying of Boriza inlet, a 

large party was ass-ambled for an assault on the choke. Far from pro

ving impossible, the choke was pushed without undue difficulty, by 
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the well proven method of crawling beneath the boulders. 

TIle aven beyond the choke was somewhat complicated. The way 

on led to a chamber which presented the confusing spectacle of humps 

of rubble, stal slopes, and apparent~ smtic pools. An hour's search 

for possible routes revealed nothing, though in the light of sub

sequent developments, there perhaps is something. TIle return jClU.1leY' 

to the choke however turned up a passage under a rook arch which 

contained a slow moving stream. ~is led to a ledge above a large 

static pool and an extreme~ evil looking sump - the result of water 

backing up against a calcite ba.:rrier. The sump presented several 

technical difficulties: unlike others in the area it was not part

icu.la.J."~ clear, as a DIlu1t of hea'V)" mud deposits; neither was it of 

any real depth. In all it measured some 8 metres, but there were a 

rrumber of useful air bells. TIle following day a line was taken through 

and a passage was forced, though not without incident. 

TIle image of railway tunnels beyong. the sump, leading d:ir

ect~ to resurgence in the Mere valley, proved to be a mirage. ~e 

passage continued through two small chambat"s and then developed into 

a high and narrow rift. Furthermore, rrumat"ous proj ections, of un

paralleled viciousness, sat"ious~ impeded progress. A way on of sorts 

was forced by the method of clambat"ing up and down rifts in order to 

follow the widest section. Several membat"s of the party experienced 

a little trouble in executing this manoeuvre successfulJ..y, and a 

general halt was called. Appro.xima.t~ 100 metres :f\rom the sump the 

rift had become both tighter and sha:rper; the watat" in the bottom of 

the passage had degenerated into a trickle little more than half the 

width of a boot. Attempts to push on farthat" proved to be of no avail, 

and having spent half an hour and haJ.f a wetsuit turning round at the 

i'urthest point, I can assure any subsequent visitors that o~ the 

thinnest of Wbarfeda.le cavat"s (or Spanish dogs) will get aI\Y' further. 

20 
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Despite the initial promise held out by the relative~ 

sizeable passage before the sump, there seems to be little chance of 

success in the tota~ different conditions which prevail beyond it. 

No other work was done in the area of Ie.neveru, because of the steep

ness of the terrain and the need to devote full attention to the 

surveyin~ of other caves. No-one could be induced to go and survey 

La.neveru. But it would be nice to know exact~ where the water does go. 

Cueva La. Borbolla Simon Willbourn. 

Grid Ref 5231 9737 

This cave, the source of the Rio de las Cabras, was first encount

ered by the 1969 expedition during very wet weather, when water was 

reported to have been issuing forth from all available holes in a 

cliff face. On our third full day we re""'Visited the village of Ie. 

Borbolla, and having dragged ourselves away from the bar, found the 

cliff after a short walk. '!he most noticeable feature was a stream 

emerging from a well defined rift, channelled into a mill race, down 

the left hand side of the face. The main resurgence was impenetrable 

from without, but by scrabbling up the hillside through the under

growth, we reached a spaciop.s archway approximately 4 metres. square. 

'!his was a dry entrance, although according to reports from 1969 it 

had led directly to a large lake - which gave hopes of a considerable 

system behind. The floor ran down over boulders and mud to a pool, 

which was about 40 metres in and 6 metres down from the entrance. 

John Forder plunged off into the unknown, and when he failed to re

turn, that was the signal for Neil and ~self to change; pausing o~ 
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to grab a 10 metre ladder, we f'ollowed. into the pool. 

After swimming f'or onl,y 5 metres or so, we came to an 

amusing duck, with an even more entertaining eyehole bY""Pass about 

one metre above water level. 1lrl.s led to a pool enclosed on all sides 

by rock and sta1 flow, which entailed a climb up of' about 3 metres. 

Round the corner was a pitch descending 7 metres, with a very loose 

take off and which eventually dropped. down a rock wall into a dry 

stream bed.. ']he route to the left led. to another perched. pool complex 

af'ter 40 metres of' passage. ~ese two pools were investigated. on 

our second tripto at least two metres below surf'ace level, but no 

exits were discovered. '!he route to the right led to another pool 

and the second duck. Beyond this was a sizeable chamber, and off to 

the 1ef't the stream disappeared down a rift. It is certainly possible 

that the Grade 1 survey is grossl;y' misaligned and that the stream at 

this point is very close to resurgence; the passages are rema.rkabl;y' 

similar in f'orm. However, I am not convinced that this is the case, 

since it seemed to me at the time that the volume of water in the 

resurgence was greater than that flowing through Mudslope Chamber. 

Fortunatel;y' f'or the law of' conservation of matter, we also discovered 

the entry point of' the water into the chamber. Behind the back of a 

shingle bank, we were able to follow the stream along a deep and 

sharpl;y' sloping rif't, about one metre wide and narrowing to 0.5 at 

the inevitable sump. John and Neil, climbing the rif't in an attempt 

to find a high level by-pass, f'ound themselves at the top of' Mudslope 

1, which I had f'ound to bean interesting climb, and which proved to 

be an entertaining descent - a good 20 metre vertical distance on a 

450 slant. The initial party' then left the cave, thoroughl\Y" con

f'used as to its structure but still with hopes of a way on. 

John Forder and I made a second trip a week later and, 

besides investigating the static pools as described above, explored. 
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the warren above the three mudslopes. We descended the split pitch 

to two deep pools which we labelled Sump 2. We think these are static 

as well, but did not survey the level with respect to the stream in 

the chamber. Anyway, we failed to find a way on and, apart from 

diving the rift sump in Mudslope Chamber, which should in our opin

ion be tackled by experts, at{Y attempt to get at the master system 

which lies behind (?) will have to be made from further up the den

sely vegetated hillside. It is also conceivable that the character 

of the cave alters drastically every few years when there is heavy 

flooding, possibly as a result of a severe constriction somewhere 

in the system. The vertical distribution of water in the section 

discovered is, to say the least, odd. 

Cueva de Pur6n Ian Rogers 

~id Ref. 5181 9753 

fuis cave was surveyed to Grade 3a and described to the then limit 

of exploration in the report of the 1970 expedition. '!be opinion 

expressed in that article, that a through trip would be improbable, 

proved to be unduly pessimistic, despite the logical premise upon 

which it was based. 

The remainder of the cave was penetrated on July 20th, 

one party having entered by the sink as before, and the second enter

ing by the resurgence; a through trip was made in each direction. 

The downstream party surveyed back to pitch 2 from the resurgence on 

their way out. Indeed the 1970 party had been almost within sight of 

daylight when they halted above the thl.rd pitch for want of tackle. 

-



lhe length of newl3r surveyed passage was 235 metres, giving a total 

surveyed length of 611 metres for the whole cave. 

Brief13r, the upper part of the cave begins with two pene

trablc entranccn, nOI"llal and flood ninkn, which load to a larF,C und 

boulder strewn passage. After narrowing at one point, the streamwa.y 

develops into a series of oasoades and pools. lhe first pitoh is 

made up of two of these oascades, descending at a steep angle. 'lhe 

seoond pitch drops into another deep pool, the exit from whioh is a 

tall, narrow rift. 'lhis leads to a larger passage with water up to 

J.t metres deep in one long shelving pool, followed by a series of 

short cascades. 'lhe subsequent stream passage oontains water f:il.l.ed 

potholes from 1 .. 2 metres deep in the floor. '!\vo large ohambers, the 

first with a san~ floor, and the seoond with boulders, oarr,y the 

stream to a sinall passage, blocked by substantial boulders. A large 

flood by-pass, with several deeppotholes, gives acoess to the third 

pitch, where the stream reappears. This pitoh is in effect a scall

oped slope, set at 300 to the vertical; a ladder as a handline is 

all the tackle required. A traverse from the top of pitch 3 leads 

to an E!X:tensive passage, which was not surveyed but whioh has an 

estimated length of 200 metres. lhis oontains a number of small 

ohambers at various levels. Because the passage is dry and muddy, 

the few deoorations in this part of the oave are not partioularly 

impressive. The route from the bottom of pitch 3 to the resurgenoe 

is wide, but libera113r bestrewn with boulders and occasionally low 

roofed. The stream emerges into a small wooded valley from a oave 

mouth 5 metres wide and ~ high. 

Puron provides a very enjoyable through trip, particuJ.arly 

the sections in the Streamway. It is in fact possible to make the trip 

from sink to resurgenoe without tackle: all the pitches are free

olimbable, to alVone who interprets that in a liberal fashion. 
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Miscellaneous Caving 

N3.cimiento de Cortines ~d Ref. 5038 9757 
Small eoctensions , which included some fine decorations and r:i.m

stone pools, were made beyond the Cax: lUck (ref. Trans CRG 13(1) 

pp 18 - 19). A free climb up to the roof in the new terminal 

chamber produced no new route on. A maze of sandy chambers and tubes 

led off from the north of Boulder Chamber, all returning eventua..J.l¥ 

to the Floodway. 

Cueva del Castro Grid Ref. 5073 9753 
1his cave lies behind the ridge on the northern side of the valley 

leading to the Ojo del Rio. Large groupings of sardine tins confirm

ed reports that the cave, which is of archeological interest, had 

already been visited by Spanish cavers. '!be most striking feature of 

this cave was a carefuJJ.y constructed flight of steps, perhaps of 

some antiquity, in the entrance chamber. '!bis led up to the head of 

a 40 metre pitch. At the bottom was a large muddy chamber, with a 

high roof. Severai passages meander off from various points in this 

chamber, all of them fuJJ.y investigated and going nowhere. 

Cueva El Bosque 

Almost on the last day of the expedition, the village lads took us 

011 a guided tour of the various tiny crevices we had overlooked in 

the valley. After several miserable holes above Bolugo, in one of 

which ran nearlJ ended his days, the tour led along the steeplJ 

sloping hillside beneath the campsite, between Bolugo and Bori.za. . 
In a little clump of trees (bosque) was a most unexpected opening 

in the ground, a miniature ravine about 5 metres deep and 10 - 20 

metres long. A little stream ran into boulders, but upstream the cave 
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was open. After a short distance the small streamway became a wet 

tcanalt crawl" but it soon enlarged again. A f'urther low section 

a tight duck - brought exploration to a halt. Without wetsuits" 

and at this stage in the expedition" the urge to push on was notabl3r 

absent. Besides" the duck looked a bit desperate on carbide ••••• 

Arroyo Bolugas 

The streamway above the Boriza cl:i.f'.f' became the special preserve of 

Mik Allen" whose objective was to dig his way into the probable phr

eatic maze beneath the floodway. He had little success" but gained 

much exercise. One hole did produce about 15 metres of stream passage 

for a while" but in COIllJllon with others which were uncovered" had an 

unfortunate tendency to collapse. Peter Urben toOk advantage of these 

new holes - vadose rather than phreatic - to va:ry his amusing water 

tracing experiments. 

Show cave trips were made into Callau Roviera and the Pozo de Fresno 

with several villagers and the members of another English expedition. 

Rotella and its shakeholes" and the ridge north of the Cortines road 

behind the village" were investigated" revealing mothing of a~ real 

interest. Barro beach received its fair share of speleologists" who 

could always justify their presence by investigating the famous 

'Barro beach sump t • 
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Cave Diving Andy Brooks. 

a. Equipment and Preparation. 

As the ex:pedition contained onl¥ one trained cave diver, equipment 

requirements were small. '!Wo high pressure Ut-aeger 43 cu. ft. 

cylinders and one Sealion 40 cu. ft. were taken, with a Deepstar 

demand valve and a Snark II as a reserve. 500 ft and 300 ft reels 

of t in.circ. Courlene, the usual gauges, accessories and spares 

completed the kit. 

It had been intended to obtain air f'roll a miniature comp

ressor giving 1500 p.s.i. and powered by a 27 V 21A electric motor 

running grom two car batteries. This proved impossible as adequate 

filt~s had not been obtained in time. Cylinders were therefore 

carried out fuJ.4r charged, in calcul.ated ignorance of ferry and 

customs regulations, although we were prepared if necessar,y to 

blow of'f' the air and have the cylinders charged at Santander. 

A communication f'rom the Federacion Cantabra de Activid

ades Suhacuationes, Jesus de Monasterio, 20, Santander, mentions 

charging facilities at Compania Espanola de Oxigeno, Calle Emilio 

Pino No.4, Santander; Club C.l.S., Jardines de Pereda, sin, Sant

ander; and at Club G.E.A.S. de Aviles. Llaranes, Aviles. AJ.1 were over 

100 kilometres f'rom the ex:pedition's base. I believe that air may 

also be obtained near Bilbao - the above organisation should be able 

to confirm this. I can give no guarantee of the purity of the air f'rom 

a~ of these sources! 

b. Sites Visited. 

lhe active nature of most caves in the Sierra. de Cuera has been des

cribed elsewhere. Progress along stream passages tends to be termin

ated by sumps rather than other obstructions. There are diving sites 
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:in Bolugo., Ie. Boriza., Ojo ael Rio Bolugas., Cueva a SuI, Calduenin., 

Cortines, Cueva de la Llera, and at Buda. and Ie. Borbolla. From the 

point of vi')w of this expedition., the most interesting sites were 

Ie. Boriza, Calduenin, and Ojo del Rio Bolugas. In la Boriza., the steep 

strea.mway profile andthe abundance of high level routes elsewhere in 

the cave had raised hopes of a. relative'l\r short sump, perhaps with 

a bY""'Pass. We had heard that the J.aJce in Calduenin dried out in 

drought, giving access to several kiJ.ometres of passage. 'ilie sump at 

the Ojo del Rio was known to be short since running water could be 

heard through a narrow crack ol'll\v a few yards away. 

c. 	Dives. 


Boriza 


The upstream sump of I.e. Boriza (Sump 2) was dived on JU'l\r lOth, on 

a ch:iJ.J.ing trip when maypoles were also carried as far as Celtas 

Corner. The dive is straightforward., in superb'l\r clear water and a 

passage some 3 metres square. A passage running off to the left 

closes down after 5 metres; this passage was noticed when free 

diving in 1970 and was then thought to be the main route. The sump 

is about 17 metres long and a line was left through. 'iliere is a 

convenient platform just beyond the sump., but Boriza 3 consists 

ol'll\v of 30 metres of deep canal, leading almost certail'll\v to an

other sump, though the last few feet of duck were not close'l\r 

examined. 

Calduenin 

Calduenin cave was dived on JU'l\r J4th, when the downstream sump was 

visited first. Although this appears to be constricted, the steep 

gradient of the shingle bank above it and the lack of foam on the 

water suggests that it is usually litt1.e more than, a duck. 'ilie floor 
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continues to drop away in the sump, whilst the roof remains horiz

ontal, so that the passage soon attains a comfortable. size. The way 

on is obstructed by branches, pieoes of farm machin~, the remains 

of sheep, ahd other assorted debris. About 6 me"b:"es in, an unexploded 

mortar bomb lies among the boulders on the noor. 'lhe sump is about 

1.5 metres long; beyond it the s"b:"eam immediate4r begins to drop over 

a boulder floor. There is a real possibility of lowering this sump 

from -I;he far side. The s"b:"eamway was followed for only a few me"b:"es, 

in a10w passage reminiscent of Ogof Mon Hepste's Western Str-eamway. 

A larger passage was noted at the top of a boulder slope on the right, 

just beyond the sump• 

.An attempt was then made to find the ups"b:"eam river passage 

in this cave. The spot chosen was the e:JCttteme north eastern duck in 

the sump complex. This was shown to have no significant underwater 

continuations. The main s"b:"eam is now believed to enter near the 

first duck, since the floor is washed olean and the water clear 

below this point. 

Ojo del Rio Bo1ugas 

This cave was entered on Ju4r 21st. 'lhe en"b:"ance sump is not more 

than 2 metres long, but involves a left hand bend when entering. 

Once inside the cave, daylight can be seen through the sump. A 

canal leads to a second sump str-aight ahead, but the main stream 

enters by a casoade on the left. This passage asoends slight4r, 

passes the crevice through which daylight can be seen, and sumps. 

This main s"b:"eam sump was dived in a pleasant passage for 20 metres 

- at which point the water welled up from a steep4r inclined tube. 

The oana1 sump was then dived for 30 me"b:"es, in a low 

but very wide passage. The passage is roomiest following the right 
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hand side for 20 metres" then crossing to the left and ascending. lJhe 

two branches of this cave are thought to come from the Cueva a Sul 

and Torcona del .Valle respective~. 

d. Future Possibilities 

Many sumps remain to be dived. However~ the most rewarding sites are 

1:i.k~ to be those already visited" with the addition of the Cortines 

sumps. There is scope in the area for both relative~ short diving 

searching for the links between Callau Roviera" Cueva a Sul and the 

Ojo del Rio - and also for exploring the longer sumps which may exist 

behind Ca.1duenin and Cortines 

A party of two or more divers could explore further upstream 

in La. Boriza or downstream in Caldueninj both of these may reveal 

extensive 'dr,yl passages. 

The 1970 Nottingham University expedition" under James 

Cobbett, has dived a number of sites to the south and west of the 

Sierra. de Cuera. A report appears in C.D.G. Newsletter No. 18 (Jan 

1971). Reports on the dives descibed above appear in C.D.G. 

Newsletter Ho. 21 (Oct. 1971). 

De Flumine F1uorescente - The 'Jioials of Testing 


Peter Urben. 


It all started when the grind of the industrial world drove me to 

read a volume on care and maintenance of water supplies. Discovering 

that fluorescein is a bacterial metabolite produced by some common 

soil and water organisms, and presuma.b~ eaten by their neighbours~ 

set me thinking. 
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For water tracing one needs a detectable additive, of low 

taxici~, negligible occurrence, and chemical stabili~. Low cost is 

equa~ desirable. One further requirement is that it should not be 

spectacular~ detectable - the local populace do not always accept 

their water supp~ in a strange colour with equanimi~. 

!!hese principles brought to mind phosphates, not widely 

distributed in nature and large~ locked up in the higher forms of 

life. Save where man is active agricultura~ and domestica~, the 

background can be expected to be low, but they are easi~ detected 

by an ax:treme~ sensitive clour test, though invisible to the naked 

eye • .AJJ. the other advantages they possess, with the ax:ception of 

probable absorption into the geological media of caves. 

It was found that in South Wales, phosphates were not 

detectable in cave water, except in Porth yr Ogof. This may be due 

to agriculture, washing in the Mellte valley, or indeed to the COO. 

!!hus a short system was needed to test whether phosphates 

introduced into a sink, would reappear at the resurgence. Francis and 

myself' bethought ourselves of Spain. The Ojo del Rio sinks shortl3r 

after appearing, and was believed to reappear some 300 metres away 

and 60 metres lower. With a gradient of thi~ size, a through time 

of less than anhour is to be expected, if, as seemed likel3r, a 

vadose system is present. 

Comparison with fluorescein is a good idea. Af'ter procrastj.;:ation 

and delay by a sprained ankle, I put 15 grams of fluorescein and 

100 grams of l63P04 into the Ojo del Rio streamway one after-noon 

and charcoal detectors into the resurgence below Boriza, to alttend 

the sensitivi~ of the fluorescein. A wet two hours later regu1a.r 

testing of the resurgence showed no trace of either additive. ~e 

nax:t day the detectors showed no trace of fluorescein. 

Another addition of nuorescein was made, 60 grams this 
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time. The detectors remained inaccessible for some days as a result 

of f'lood:i.ng just after the inj ection, but when extracted and placed 

in sodium hydroxide solution, they showed no fluorescein but mere~ 

a yellow brown muck. 

This raised the question of where on earth the Ojo del Rio 

was going. Was the Bay of Biscay now bright greeri! Drastic measures 

were demanded. 250 grams of fluorescein were put into the sink. 

By this time Francis and Mik had dug down to the stream, 

halfWay between sink and resurgence, so that a shorter test route 

for phosphate was available. I spent two wet hours in the rift 

carrying the stream, sampling the water and staring at the trout 

which were hiding from Francis' rod. A connection thus far was 

proven as the water was green :f'rom the fluorescein added five hours 

earlier and present at this point in a concentration of rather less 

than l ppm. No phosphate was detected in two hours, and no fluor

escein had appeared at the resurgence. 

The next morning Mile ins:i.3ted that the strea.ma.bove Bolugo 

was bright green. I was not so easil\Y persuaded and required a 

third look. It was green - ver.yl The water did not show fluorescein 

in a litre bottle however, which meant that the concentration was 
8less than 1 x 10- • A qUick tour of bars was needed however, drinking 

green water to show how healthy it was. 

We had at last proved the connection between sink and re

surgence, but turning the Bolugo stream green for a full day was not 

the most politic way to do it. 

To cap this, the samples from the detectors after the 

second injection of fluorescein were found to have thrown out a 

dirty brown precipitate, and were yellow green. 

Three morals can be sx:tracted :from this tale: 

l. The minimum detectable amount of fluorescein is that which 
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cannot be missed by any peasant within 5 miles. 

2. 	Fluorescein is at least two orders of magnitude more det

ectable in a stream than in a laboratory. 

3, .All caves in the Sierra de Cuera are phreatic and eoctreme13r 

wet. 

Meanwhile, if anyone knows of a nice short vadose sink and resurg

ence system, I would like to find out whether phosphates will get 

through an underground strea.mway. 

Appendix: Surveying 	 Neil Boulton. 

A considerable proportion of the expedition's time was devoted to 

surveying, notab13r the extensions to Ie. Boriza, which were ex:treme13r 

time consuming. Accurate surveys to eRG Grade 4 were carried out 

in major caves; other surveys were generally Grades 1 - 2. 

The instruments used were : Suunto compass; Suunto clino

meter; fibreglass tape. 'lbe underwater survey pad, which had been 

constructed for the 1970 expedition and had proved indispensable, 

seemed to have been abstracted in the intervening 12 months. In 

consequence, we had to use a large rrumber of ordinary note pads; 

the results survived. 
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